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CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE 

' 

Recording Devices 

]!MENA CANALES 

We can hardly imagine a world without recordmg devices. We have come tO know 1he 
world by recording it. From phorography to cinema, from phonographs to MP3 tech
nologies, from bulky apparatuses to miniature ones, recording devices have indelibly 
changed our history as mucll as our selves. What are the essential, defining character
istics of these devicesl Can the surface of a cave, used for some of the earliest human 
inscrip,tions, be: considered a "recording device"? Under what circumstances can :a 

retina be considered in th= terms? Since their inception, recording instruments have 
changed how we have thought of the most intimate aspects of our private identities and 
our communities to the most public ones. They have led us to reconsider some of the 
central foundations of the law and ethics through the role they have played in changing 
standards of evidence, privacy, and reproduction rights. Our current understanding of 
the Earth is tied to the proliferation of recording devices used to portray it as a place 
that could exist without humans, and, according to various factions of the environ
mental movements from the 1960s onwards, might be: better off without them. 

Why did a growing number of researchers, starting in the middle of the nineteenth 
century, develop and use instruments to automatically record natural phenomena? 
Motivations were varied and the adoption of recording devices was not uncontested. 
Different scientists highlighted dilTerent benefits for each instrument, depending on 
what disciplines they came from and what particular research practices they supported. 
By the twentieth century, recording devices were so widely used in scientific laborato· 
ries that Bruno Latour and Ste\'e Woolgarcstimared that researchers "spend two-thirds 
of their time working with large inscription devices" (Latour and Woolgar 1986, 69). 

The widespread use of recording dc..-vices has vast repercussions beyond science, 
affecting modern culture and society more generally. Photography and cinematog:· 
raphy became increasingly imponant in societies characocrized by surveillance and 
spectade. The drive to de,·elop and use recording instruments often relied on the 
possibility and promise of storing, calculating, and sending information across expand
ing networks of communication, starting ,vith traditional transportation technologies 
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followed by telegraph, telephone, and radio, and culmmaung with the World Wide 
Web. Computing and scanning tasks, performed first by men (compu ting) and women 
(scanning), and later by machines, became increasingly necessary for analyzing auto• 
matically produced records. The history of recording devices in science thw intersects 
,vith the Information Revolution, the development of communicat1ons media, the 
establishment of modern bureaucracies, and with the rue of p<»t•Fordist economics. 
The increasing miniaruri7.ation of electronic technologies, from the Cold War 10 the 
Personal Computer, aided their appearance in satellites, drones, hand-held devices 
(primarily cell phones), and later wearable technology. They ha,·c profoundly altered 
our beliefs about automation and non human agency. 

By the first decades of the twentieth century imaging and auditory recording 
devices had improved so much that 1t was possible to take still and moving pictures 
as well as to record and reproduce sound Kodak led the pho1ograp hie industry with 
the "you press the button, we do the rest" concept. Commercial gramophone and 
phonograph industries Rourished during these yea.rs, with technologies first based 
on tinfoil and wax and later vinyl. By the I 920s, recording instruments for sound 
and image became widespread. Magnetic (mostly analog) and electronic (mostly dig
ital) technologies became incre;asingly imporu.nt after \\/\Vil, culminating with the 
audiocassette, the video cartridge, and the computer "Roppy" disk. :By the end of the 
twentieth century, sound and video were recorded on digital laser CDs and DVDs, 
scmiconduc1or chips, and silicon-based memory cards. 

Spontaneous Reproduction 

How did the modern world end up populated by these new registering instruments? 
How were they different from the machines that characterized the Industrial Re v 
olution, such as docks, pumps, and engines? The meaning of "recording device" 
varies widely, although the term today usually refers to "new" instruments or machines 
that differed from older recording and preservation media, such as e2su, monuments, 
scrolls, and books. 1n contrast to other media, recording devices arc largely consid· 
crcd to produ" records that gmc ilirccrly from n11rurc. They were often described as 
producing "exact" and "precise" records "automatically," "spontaneously" or "install• 
1ancously." Nictphore Ni�pce, one of the inventors of photography, considered it a 
technique of"automatic reproduction" (as quoted in Trachtenberg 1980, 5). ln one 
of the first presentations of photography, Louis Daguerre described it as a means for 
"spontaneous reproduction." "The daguerreotype is not merely an instrument which 
serves to draw nature," he claimed, but rather one that "gives her the power to repro
duce herself" (as quoted in Trachtenberg 1980, I l -13). The astronomer Fran�ois 
Arago in France and Henry Fox Talbot in England ascribed a similar role t o  photog· 
raphy by referring to it as the "pencil of nature." The physiologist Etienne-Jules Marcy 
described graphic recording techniques as rcvcaling the "language of the phenomena 
themselves" (Marcy 1878, iii). For these reasons, they were largely considered to be 
privileged instruments for studying the natural world and for preserving and commu
nicating knowledge. 

A recorded image, explained the film theorist Rudolf Arnhcim, �is not only sup• 
posed to resemble the object, but it is also supposed t o  guarantee this resemblance 
by being the product of the object itself, i.e. by being mechanically produced by it" 
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(as quoted in Kmler 1999, 11 12). Recording devices produced a "double of the 
world." While the "principle of sufficient reason" charac teri1ed the F.nhghtenmem 
age, a "pr inc iple of sufficient photography," reigned 111 the age of mechanical repro· 
duc11on, where proof, evidence, and even existence were considered almost cxc lmivcly 
in terms of what could potentiuly be recorded (Larucllc 2011, viii). 

Expanding and Replacing 

How docs the hmory of  recording instruments intersect wtth that of other kinds of sci 
entific instruments? Smee the scientific rcw>luuon, scnsorial abilities were often under 
stood and described by reference to instruments. l-.arly recording d�-viccs were also 
considered 111 these terms Nicpcc, m h,s early attempts to fix the image of a camera 
obscura, considered it as "a kind of artificial eye" (fouquc 1973, 29). 

Defenders of the graphic method, such as Helmholtz and Marcy, often described 
the benefits of recordmg instruments in terms of their ability to produce records of 
effects that lay well beyond the threshold of our limited scnsonal capaci ties Phenom 
ena that were too feeb le or too fast to be pcrcel\'ed could be recorded uutcad. T n 
addition to the benefits of ,m1uung and expanding the scn5CS, the impetus for adopt 
ing recording devices was often described m terms of the capac ity of these instruments 
for replacing the senses. 

From the la te nineteenth century on, a gtowing number of commerc ial companies 
became deeply invested in portraying rceord,ng instruments in terms of their poten• 
rial to sense phenomena in exactly the same way than humans sensed the wor ld. l'or 
example, a 1926 adver tisement for the Phot0-Minia ture camera boas ted: "\Vhat you 
can sec you can Photograph" (Figure 35 I). 

The criterion defining "scnsc-dua" used by certain analy tical philosophers of sci 
encc often depended on its potential to be recorded. Thus, the mathemuician and 
philosopher Ber trand Russell in the "The Relation of Sense Data to Phrsics," claimed 

What You Can See 

You Ca11Photogn1pl1 

Figure 35.1 What You Can S« You Can Phocograph. Ad,o,:ruscrncm for Ermanox 
miniature camera from 1926. Sotrcc: Beaumont Newhall. 1949 111< Histo? •f Pl:owµapl,y. 
New York, The Museum of Modem An, 188 
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that sense data could be srasped equally by nuch incs as they could by living obscr"crs, 
makins any philosophical distmcuon between the tw0 irrelevant (Russcll 1918). In 
Russell's later work on l::.instem's theory of relativity, he insisted on this same point: 
"It is natural to suppose that the observer is a human being, or at least a mind; but it 
is just as li�cly to be a photOgriphic pluc or a d«k" (Russell 1925, 138). , 

By the second half of the twentieth century, Philipp Frank, one of the main rep 
rcscntatives of Logical PositiVlsm, could "uy that man is himself a self-registering 
instrument and what we call 'scn:.c observation' is not different from the registering 
by an in�rrumcnt" (Frank 1948/1949, 460). The assumption that machines could 
"sec" was by then prevalent. 

In Philosophy of Science 

How did our understanding of the world change with the proliferation of machines 
designed to take O\'er tasks traditionally belonging to our senses/ Scientific material 
ism, the intellectual framework for much of the scientific thought of modern times, 
was first developed by reference to bodies and machines which were considered to 
be "mechanical.� New philosophical systems were later conceived to understand a 
host of different instruments designed to replace our senses rather than our bodies. 
By the end of the nineteenth-century, modern industry was no lonscr characterized 
primarily by mechanical instruments, but by chemical, electromagnetic and later, elec
tronic ones. While, traditionally, scholars and philosophers would rarely refer to these 
new instruments, a new generation of thinkers, $0me of them inspired by the philoso
pher Henri Bergson's references to photography. phonography and cinematography, 
slowly started to incorporate them into their work., beginning in the 1920s and into the 
19 30s ( Canales 20 I 5 ). From astronomjcaJ obscn'atorics to laboratories of expcrimen• 
tal psychology, observers were increasingly compared to machines that were no longer 

primarily conceived as "automata" (as in Descartes) or as "engines" (as in Marx), but 
rather as "self-registering instruments." 

Certain lcinds of recording instruments, especially those used to obwn numerical 
data, were often referred to as "inscription" devices. In the first decades of the twen
tieth century, a growing number of scientific laboratories started to be equipped with 
inscription devices and direct-reading instrurncn ts that replaced older measurement 
raking practices. "The whole subjcct-mancr of exact science consists of pointer read
ings and similar indicatioris," explained the astronomer Arthur Eddington (Eddington 
1935 f}928), 252). These changes came with profound phllosophical repercussion in 
terms of how scientists understood these instruments. 

How should we thjnk of rccorc:ting devices? In 1909, inspired in large part by 
Bergson, the philosopher F,douard Le Roy urged scientists to admit that scientific 
instruments, many of them recording dC\.ices, •were really "materialized theories" 
whose ostensibly objective results were already compromised by what researchers were 
interested in finding (Anon. 1909, 183). Philosophers of science, from Pierre Ouhem 
and Gaston Bachclard to Thomas Kuhn and other anti-positivists, followed Le Roy 
in calling attention to the theoretical presuppositions that affected the facts obtained 
by instruments of this kind. \.\/bile philosophers' of science understanding of record
ing devices has varied greatly, many tlrinkcrs noted, by direct reference to them, the 

need to think of the progress of science as much more than the result of applying 
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analytical methods o,, observ.tions obtained by ever more 1>crfect instruments. The 
philosopher Susanne K. umgcr, one of the earliest thinkers 10 focus on the prolif
cmtion of inscription devices in science, explained how they had "begotten a 11cw 
philosophical issue" which made debates about 11ua11i11g and sym/Jolic interpretation 
central to philosophy once again: "The problem of observation is all bur eclipsed by 

the problem of meani11g. And the triumph of empiricism in science is jeopardized 
by the surprising truth that our sense-data arc primaril)' symbols" ( L,mgcr I 1942) 
]951, 21). 

The Disappearing Device 

Recording devices-except for the priming press-were nearly abscm in the work of 
Karl Marx. Later thinkers inspired by Marx would develop new methods for think• 
ing about them. Theodor Adorno, working closely with Walter Benjamin, started to 

:ia,alyze recording devices by reworking Marxist ideas of commodity fetishism. He 
focused on "the occultation of production by means of the outward appearance of the 
product" across fields, from theater and film to consumer culture (Adorno 1981, 90). 

Starting in the 1930s, numerous scholars noticed that recording devices were sue• 
cessful at producing "auromaticn documents only because they were considcl'ed as 
things that could be scr aside from the resr of the wodd. Walter l3elljamin, in his work 
on photography and film, remarked on their uncanny ability ro hide· themselves: "The 
equipment-free aspect of reality ( apparnt:fh:ie AJJ,ekt dcr Rcalitnt] here has become 
the height of artifice," he explained. It was "precisely because of the thoroughgoing 
permeation of reality with mechanical equipmenr,n that spectators in the age of film, 
iconically, perceived "an aspect of reality that is free of equipment" (Ucnjamin 1968, 
233-4). 

Inspired by the Frankfort School's attempt to think about recording devices in rcla• 
tion to capitalism and mass movements, numerous other thinkers strove co show how 
the uncontested adoption of recording devices stemmed from particular social, polit
ical a11d commercial forces. In the 1970s the film theorist )can-Louis Baudry inaugu· 
rated "apparatus theory" as a way to understand how recording devices functioned in 
broader socio-political terms, and how they depended on a particullar view of human 
subjectivity. "Does the technical nature of optical instruments, di reedy attached to 

scientific practice, serve to conceal not only their use in ideological products but also 
the ideological effects which they may themselves provoke?" he asked ( Baudl'y [ 1970) 
1999, 354). 

The influential work of Jacques Derrida, critiquing common assumptions of"prcs· 
ence" and "logoccnuism" underpinning Western thought, drew some of its most 
important conclusions by reference to recording devices. Derrida rurned to them to 
illusm1te how they influenced how we commonly thought of human subjectivity. The 
cnmmon understanding of a sense of self as a coherent entity with a "voice" could 
shift with the appearance of new technologies. What was a "tape-recorder" he asked? 
In one sense, it was a technology for recording our voice. But in another sense, it was 
also a writing machine. "Tape recordings are writings in some sense," he insisted. The 
idea that voice, writing and other representational media always referred back to an 
essential original source was suddenly imperiled (Derrida 1983, 42). Postsrrucruralist 
philosophers (led by Derrida) devised new ways of understanding the relation between 
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man and machines, idealism and materialism, in a manner far from Cartesian binal'les 
(body and .�0111) nnd where the unitary subject of the Enlightenment tradition gave 
way to a tfecenteretl one. 

Recent philosophers and sociologists of science have continued to think about the 
wider repercussions that follow from the widespread use of recording and inscription 
devices in science. They have sought co overcome the cvidem lacunae of most expla• 
nations for the success of science where inscription and recording devices arc largely 
absent and that rely coo heavily on cognitive abilities. The sociologist and philoso• 
phcr Bruno ).�tour coined the term "immutable mobile" to explain the power of 
recorded inscriptions in shaping the modern world. for him, their success showed 
why these and other material entities should be accorded a rightful place in accounts 
of the development and success of Western science. The philosopher and historian of 
science Hans-Jtlrg Rheinbcrger, in his inHuential study of molecular biology, has sim
ilarly focused on these instruments, considering scientific work as a kind of "tracing 
game" where scientists "move around graphic objects or numbers" and thus "pro 
duce new entities by surpassing others, concatenate them into ever changing chains" 
(Rhcinbcrger 1997, 225). 

From Medfa Studies to Poststructuralism 

With the postwar expansion of the media industry, a new generation of thinkers 
focused on recording devices from the perspective of the new discipline of "media 
studies," where they were largely considered alongside communications technologies. 
Marshall McLuhan, for example, described the motivations for building a phonograph 
primal'ily in terms ofits benefits for interpersonal communication. They "consider[ ed] 
it as a 'talking repeater': that is, a storehouse of data from the telephone, enabling the 
telephone to 'provide invaluable records, instead of being the recipient of momcn• 
tal'y and Hecting communication'" (McLuhan 1964, 276). Similarly, Friedrich Kitder 
focused on recording devices only as a small subset of a larger chain of storage, trans
mission, and processing technologies. Media theorists (such as McLuhan and I<Jtdcr) 
consider recording devices in terms of wide-ranging cultural transformations from the 
introduction of the alphabet to the electronic age. 

ln recent years, the common commercial and philosophical claim that human and 
machine sensation could be equally considered in terms of recording devices has been 
contested. Alternative philosophical movements, drawing from phenomenology and 
poststructuralism, have been concerned with offering a new explanation for the pro• 
lifcration of recording devices in the modern world. Has their success been due to 
how they "sense" the world in a manner analogous to how humans perceive it? In 
WIJ11t is PIJilosoplJy?, Felix Guattari and Gilles Dcleuze (1991, 131) provided a differ
ent answer. They answered Russell's call to consider observers and recording machines 
as simply interchangeable by developing an alternative explanation for their success. 
Russell, they argued, had "assimilated [observers) to apparatuses and instruments like 
Michelson's interferometer or, more simply the photographic plare, camera or mirror 
that captures what no one is there to sec." By reference to these devices, analytical 
philosophers had led us to believe in the existence of �sense-data without sensation." 
But "sense-data without sensation" argued Dclcuzc and Guattari, werc-ironically
always "waiting for a real observer to come and see." How to deal with the paradoxical 
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relationship ofre3J observers to recorded dat� Deleu1,c and Guauari offered to under 
stand both by proposing the new term "sensiblia" as an intermediary term connecting 
"sensation" to our belief in "sense dan without scn�tion.� Recording instruments, 
they argued, have only functioned because they have "presupposed" an "ideal par
tial observer" (Dclcuzc and Guattan 1994, 131) who is only temporarily ;,, 11-bsmti11-. 
It is now paramount to investigate these presuppositions and paradoxes in order tO 
understand how recording instruments work in the first place (Canales 2014). 

Desires 

I listorians Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison have connected the history of early 
recording devices, particularly photography, to the ideal of "mechanical objectiv• 
ity" that arose in the second half of the nmetecnth century. A growing number 
of researchers during this period ad,'OCared new techniques for representing naru• 
ral phenomena that were "non interventionist," aiming for results "uncontaminated 
by interpretation," and where the "human hand" associated with skilled artistic work 
was largely absent. Daston and Galison have found that these ideals were driven by 
"a morality of self.restraint" that underpinned much of the rhetoric defending their 
adoption. Scientists' drive to obtain "mechanical objectivity" fueled tDlc development 
of recording technologies in two ways: first, by creating instruments to produce images 
"without the intervention of an artist," and second, by improving 0111 previous tech
nologies for the "'automatic' multiplication of images" such as lithography (Daston 
and Galison 2007, 135). 

Advocates of recording instruments were split between those who favored tech
nologies that produced records that could be mechanically reproduced, versus those 
who preferred more precise records. Most French astronomers up to the end of the 
nineteenth century often preferred the possibility of taking precise measurements on 
glass daguerreotypes instead of using Talbot's negative-based methods, from which 
copies could be more easily made on paper. Arago considered that tahe possibility of 
easily scratching off a daguerreotype image from a glass plate was a diSctinct advantage. 
Others, however, advocated more permanent records that could be stored for long 
periods of time. The astronomer Jules Janssen, inventor of the pre-cinematographic 
photographic revolver, wodcd to develop methods that permined tihc conservation 
and multiplication of standardized records tha.t could be publicly witnessed (Janssen 
1888). 

Desires driving research into new recording technologies went from the mod
est (such as obtaining mechanical objectivity) to the outright fantastical (such as 
the dream of reaching immortality through a perfect reproduction). Numerous 
researchers mused about the possibility ofha,ing complete, perfect re.cords of histori
cal events or of people. A Victorian writer who marveled at the possibility of recording 
sound, optimistically claimed that «death bas lost some of its sting since wc arc able 
to forever retain the voices of the dead" (Sterne 2003, 308). At a presentation of 
Gawnont's Chronophonc, a machine that S)'llchroniud recorded sound with film, 
presenters argued that ,vith further improvemencs this machine could make us immor· 
ral: "That day, we will no longer need to communicate ourselves; wc could do it 
even after death. It is then that wc would become truly immortal" (Carpentier 1910, 
1325). 
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In some discipl.ines, such as meteorology and particular branches of astronomy, 
recording devices were adopted because they permitted researchers to obtain con• 
tinuous, uninterrupted observations. In other cases, such as in the precision sciences 
and for the growing field of biomeaics used by anthropologists and as much as by 
the police, they were defended because they could be used to produce measurable 
numerical data. Recording devices used by Alphonse Bertillon, the inventor of the 
mugshot, were employed primarily because they permitted him to determine numer
ically the precise anthropomcaic measurements of his subjects in ways that could be 
sent telegraphically. 

Recording and Quantification 

Not all recording devices were used for producing pictures or pcrspcctival imagcs. 
Many of them left traccs drawn by inscription pens and styluses in lenslcss instruments 
that recorded on smoked paper rolls on rotating drums driven by clockwork. These 
types of instruments were central to the "graphic method" dc11cloped primarily by 
Carl Ludwig and Hermann Hclmboltz in Germany and Etienne-Jules Marcy in France 
(Brain 1996). 

Some scientists showed a preference for recording devices that produced quantita
tive data over those that produced hard-to-interpret graphs or images. Since the early 
years of the nineteenth century, scientists increasingly understood their work as one 
that involved reading and calculating numbers instead of writing, smelling, or feeling 
(Roberts 2005 ). Engraved scales on rulers, ban and balanccs, needles and dials on 
gauges, and grated leveling instruments permitted scientists to use "direct reading" 
methods to take measurements in ways that could be easily recorded and transmitted 
( Gooday 2004 ). These kinds of measurements could either be recorded automatically 
or by assistants, permitting scientists to calculate and transmit them at a later time. 
Recording instruments were often used in combination with these new number-based 
measuring technologies. 

Servant instruments 

Machines that produced records continuously and were powered by electric motors or 
clockwork mechanisms were often described as "self-registering instruments." They 
contrasted with others that worked by aiggcring (photography) or by cranking (early 
film cameras). One of the main motivations for developing self-registering apparatuses 
arose from the desire to automatically track the rotation of the Earth against the stars 
in order to record time continuously. Instruments for recording temperature and other 
meteorological data were later employed at weather stations and observatories for the 
same purpose. 

Throughout a ,vide array of disciplines, scientists coosidered the benefits of record
ing devices in terms oflabor efficiency and new possibilitics for delegation. When using 
the term "autematic," Niepcc did not mean that it was not laborious or fatiguing. On 
the contrary, the process required careful, time-consuming preparations for the plates 
and their development. Exposure times usually took several hours. What most early 
researchers meant when they described early recording devices as "automatic" "spon
taneous" or "instantaneous" was that the required labor was simple and repetitive, 
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rather than skilled, and 1ha1 prcpar:ations rook place before and after the machine was 
employed. Daguerre, who collabor:ated with Nicpce and was able to reduce ex1>0-
surc times from several hours to thn:c to thirty minutes, claimed that "the little work 
it entails will greatly please ladies. n Arago, in his tiamous prcsenration of Daguerre's 
invention to the Chambre des deputes, boasted that all manu.il labor involved in it 
could be performed "step by step" by "anyonen with no "special knowledge" and 
requiring "no special dexterity" (as quoted m Trachtenberg 1980, 19). 

Most scientists extolled automatically recording devices for permitting them to del
egate tasks, and described them as efficient sen-ants (Krajewski 20 I 0). The astronomer 
Edward S. Holden titled his book on the topic as Pl,oto9.-apl,y, 71,c Se1·vn11t of Am·o11· 
omy (1886). Astronomers could have records pcrmancnc enough so that they could 
examine them leisurely at a later time, or, even better, so that someone else could 
comb through them. 

The early use and adoption of automatic recording instruments by scientists took 
place alongside a reorgani;..1tion of labor practices in laboratories and astronomical 
observatories. As bboratorics and obscf\-atorics grew in size and complexity, they 
increasingly employed a growing staff of assistants and amanuenses. In some cases, 
the organization of scientific labor started to resemble that of factories where repeti
tive rasks, such as simple obscrv:itions and measurements, were increasingly relegated 
to machines (Schaffer 1988). The new division of labor was highly gendered and 
hierard1ical, privileging mental over manual work and furthering their separation. 
Additionally, the adoption of recording instruments entailed large-scale changes in the 
scnsori-motor organization oflabor where the lingers and eyes of a gro,ving number 
of users increasingly landed and focused on keys and screens. 

The Personal Equation 

Although motivations for adopting recording devices in science varied ,vidcly, the pos• 
sibility of producing records that eliminated the individual idiosyncrasies of observers, 
sometimes referred to as their personal equation, ,vas frequently noted across many 
fields. An instrument's ability to produce quantirative data free from the personal 
equation of the obsccver was frequently noted as a distinct benefit. Chronographs, 
for example, were often adopted because they helped translate a temporal measure
ment imo a spatial one, where individual variations in the measured quantity were 
minimal. 

Recording devices were frequently combined \vith other instruments used 10 com
bat differences in observers' subjective assessments. An inventor of one of the most 
widely-used recording devices (the chronograph) identified tine rise of modern sci
ence ,vith the elimination ofindividual subjccthities, portraying the entire progress of 
science as a gradual mastery over the personal equation: "The purely seosorial infor
mation [ collected during diagnosis] \\'aS affected by that which the BStronomen call the 
perso1111l equation of the observer, which varied according ro different sensibilities and 
momentary judgments� (Chauvois 1937, 425-6). Arago also highlighted photogra
phy's potential for eliminating indi,idual differences. Complaining about "the great 
discrepancies between the determinations of the comparative light intensit ies ... as 
given by equally able scientists" (as quoted in Trachtenberg 1980, 21 ), he considered 
photography as the best available means for eliminating these discrepancies. Similarly, 
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the need to eliminate individual differences in the perception of moving phenomena 
was one of1he main motivations for developing pre•cinemacographic camcru (Canales 
2009). 

Advocates of recording devices in science often listed the possibility of publicly and 
eollecrivcly witnessing records as a disunct benefit. Scientists immediately investigated 
ways to couple them w11h projection devices that could be used in large lecture halls 
and theaters. The history of these technologies thus intersects with the larger history 
of spectacle, from the classroom co the movie theater. 

Ouc to the growing awareness of the effects of individual differences on scientific 
observations, various philosophers of science. most prominently amongst them Karl 
Popper, started to understand notions of SC1enufic "objectivity" in terms of intersub 
jcctivity. While Popper largely overlooked the role played by recording instruments 
in the production of intcrsubjcctivc knowledge, recent sociologisu of science con 
sider rhem as essential: "This 'objectiYlty' is not simply an intcrsubjectivity between 
rational human beings who decide to agree on observed resulu (a solution proposed 
by Popper ( ... )): it is an intersubjectivtty inscribed m instruments, protocols, proce
dures; which in fin,, is 2nchored in these mdu;put�blc bodily experiences defining our 
common humanity" (Callon 1999, 274). 

The Modern Subject and the Discipline of Psychology 

The centr:tl place of recording devices in the history of psychology shows how our 
ideas of the modern "subject" emerged in parallel to these instruments. Arguments 
for adopting recording devices were often based on a particular conception of human 
subjectivity. The astronomer Herv� Faye urged scientists to adopt them because of 
how they could "eliminate nervousness" in = when it was impossible to observe 
calmly. The discipline of experimental psychology, from Wilhelm Wundt to B. F. 
Skinner, was one of the first arc.u of science to rely centrally on recording devices, 
starting with simple chronographs that mcuured reaction and moving on to much 
more complicated tests and technologies . 

.By the end of1he nineteenth century, recording devices were such an integral com• 
poncnt of laboratories tltat scientific work w;u often characterized by a postindus
trial l:ibor organi7,ation. This new organizatio,n not only depended on the separation 
between "thinking" versus "doing," but the a.ct of "feeling" increasingly appeared as 
a third, distinct component. Thus, Edwud Scripture, one of the strongest advocates 
of furnishing scientific laboratories with new recording devices, felt justified in nam• 
ing "the first book on the new, or experimental psychology" written in English �s 
Tbi11ki119, Feeling, ,md Doing (Scripture 1895 ). The use of recording technologies by 
psychologists was part of a growing interest across fields in the role of advertisement, 
marketing and mass culture. The work of Hugo Munsixrbcrg is a paradigmatic exam
ple showing the overlapping relation between recording devices, labor organization, 
experimental psychology and film theory. 

Art and Hand- drawings 

Since their inception, the importance of recording devices for modern art was evi
dent. One of the fim statements about the effccu of photography on the arts, written 

\ 
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by the arrist Paul Delaroche, shows that artists were excited about photography for 
exactly the same reasons that excited scicnusts, namely "precision," �accuracy," its 
unique ability to capture "detaib," and how 1t could be used to save "time and labor" 
(as quoted in Trachtenberg 1980, 18). Rtcent wort in arr history and in the history of 
science has shown that the relation between recording dc,iccs and art is much more 
complex than some early models suggested, which were usually based on the one-way 
influence from science to art. In Before Phoro9rapby: J>ainti119 and t/Je fovmtion of 
P/Joto9rapby, art historian Peter Galassi eloquent!)• cow1tercd this narrative by show
ing how "photography was not a bastard left by science on the doorstep of art, but 
a legitimate child of the Western pictonal tradition" (Galassi 1981, 12). The devel
opment of recording devices was dri,-cn as much by scientific as by artistic concerns. 
They continue to affect science as much as art. The association of recording devices 
witll science rather than art was contested on many froms, by scientists (who shunned 
tllcm) and by artists ( who adopted them). 

The adoption of gr.iphic and recording methods in science was not uncontested. 
In the early years of their adoption, an opponent of Marcy ugucd that automatically 
recorded physiological phenomena, including tile horse's gallop, could be gr.tspcd in 
a better way >vitllout complicated "self-registering" apparatus. Marcy was accused of 
ignoring tile fact that graphic traces tllemsclvcs had to be "read," and that this intro· 
duccd some of the same dullcngcs of direct observations: "The registering appara· 
rus docs notlling but to inscribe undulating lines that fall on our senses; but once 
it comes to interpreting tile traces, the graphic method has no more certitude than 

direct observation." His contradict0r contested me supposed "unh·ersaliry" of the 
"language" of recording devices, urging for aution: "In the sciences of observation, 
all instruments, no matter who simple or complicated, arc aids ... that speak a special 
language. Before using tllem, one must stm'(C to lam their bnguagc"' (Gavarrct 1878, 
622). 

The adoption of photography in science was slow and contested throughout nearly 
half a century. In 1875 me astronomer Charles \Volf found claims that it "elinlinated 
me observer" absurd. Observers, he claimed, would always be needed for obtaining 
"absolute and authentic knowledge." \Volf considered direct observations as supe· 
rior, because they were more coherent and stable across time. \Vhilc different cameras 
and photographic methods produced different results (for example, collodion versus 
gelatin and bromide), "tile human eye, on the contrary, is an organ which remains 
the =c, 2nd the observations of the eye arc, at all times, comparable amongst them
selves" (Wolfe 1875, 19). Anotller argument against photography ,vas based on the 
advantages of using one's memocy to obtain a more complete image. Experienced 
observers could use their memory ro meir advantage, learning from accumulated 
impressions obtained mrough years of practice and distilling, in this manner, occur
rences \vith short periods of time. 

Criticisms of me use ofrccording devices in science were so powerful mat, by 1882, 
most astronomers recommended drawings over photography (Canales 2009). Etienne 
Leopold Trouvclot, widely celebrated for his band-drawn images of celestial bodies, 
expressed the benefits of dra>vings as stemming from their "accuracy" "fidelity" and 
"derail" (qualities often associated \\ith photography) as well as for tllcir ability for 

"preserving the natural elegance" to "reproduce upon paper the majestic beauty and 
racliancc of the celestial objecrs" (Trou.,elor Hl82). 
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Altered Distances 

Since their appearance, automatic recording devices were considered in terms of their 
potential to alter distances between people and things, not only in spatial terms, but 
also temporally, The possibility of producing records where one could condense or 
expand time (using speed photography or slow motion and fost motion cinemamgra• 
phy) excited biologists as much as physicists. One of the strongest statements under• 
lining photography's ability to alter our sense ,of space was written in 77,e 4!,e of Plu1tn9· 
mphy by Oliver Wendell Holmes ( 18S9): "Form is henceforth divorced from matter .. , 
Maner in large mas.�es must always be fixed and dear; form is cheap and transportable" 
(as quoted in Trachtenberg 1980, 80). Archeologlsts stressed the benefits of having 
permanent records that could be transferred to Europe where tJ1ey could be kept safely 
and studied. Arago tied the benefits of photography to French colonial interests when 
he mused how photographic records of Egyptian monuments and hieroglyphics would 
protect them from "the greed of the Arabs and the vandalism of certain travelers" ( as 
quoted in Trachtenberg 1980, 17). As automatically produced records were used in 
combination with communications networks reaching fart.her and farther away from 
European and North American centers, an increasing number of scholars noted how 
our general conception of distances was changing wilh them. One of the main thinkc,·s 
to investigate the effects of recording devices on our sense of distances was Walter 
Be1\jamin. Ile drew from the work of the p,oct Paul Valfry, who had articulated the 
effects ofrccordingdevices on spatial dist.incu in "La conqu!te de l'ubiquitc" (1928), 
In 11,e Work of Art in the 4!,e of MeelJ1mitt1I Reproduction, Benjamin explained how 
thanks to the photograph and the phonograph "the cathedral leaves its locale to be 
received in the studio of a lover of art; the choral production, performed in an audi
torium or in the open air, resounds in the drawing room" (Benjamin 1968, 221). 

Automatically produced records could affect our sense of the past and future by 
virtue of their permanency, datability or lack thereof. Martin Heidegger, in his widely 
cited lecture "The Thing" (1950), considered the effects that records had on our 
understanding of temporal as much as spatial distances: "Distant sites of the most 
ru1cient cultures are shown on film as if they stood this very moment amidst today's 
traffic." For Heidegger, distance-altering records were at the center of some of the 

most vexing problems of modern culrure, constraining our possibility of acting on the 
future and augmenting our sense of hclpl=ncss and anxiety in the focc of modern 
technology. "Despite all conquest of distances the nearness of things remains absent," 
he pessimistically concluded (Heidegger [1950] 1992, 40S). 

Recorded History 

Recording devices, particularly in connection to photo-journalism, have played essen
tial roles in world historical events, from their earliest use depicting the Crimean War 
and the California Gold Rush to our current events. How have recording devices 
changed our view of history and historical documents? Walter Benjamin investigated 
how particular kinds of records were tied to particular conceptions of history. Before 
the advent of mechanical reproducible technologies, "historical testimony" rested "on 
authenticity," he explained. But because mechanically reproduced records offered no 
distinction between one copy and the next, the traditional concept of authenticity was 
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impel'ilcd. In co11>cquc111:c, he argued, as he wrote during the ii�e of Nazism in 1he 
1 \130s, a tl'adi1io1ul undcrManding of lm1ory ,v.,, being by rcpl,1ced by a new Fa�ds1ic 
,1e�thc1ics {Benjamin 1968, 221 ). 

1 fotorians- along with scicntiscs �nd philosophers· thought about perfect, com 
plcre reco1·ds ,rnd 1hci1 potential. Ah hough mosr hiMotians and philosophers of hb 
1ory did 1101 refer directly to new 1cchnologies {with the rnrc excqllion of film), 1hey 
have often discussed the repercussions to 1hcir discipline arising from the posbibil 
ity of obtaining ever more precise, complete and perfect l'ecords. The philosopher 
J\rchur Danto coined the term "Ideal Chronicler" to describe � being cha, nm ouly 
could know everything (a� Laplace's famous observer), buc who would al,o have cite 
gift ofinbtantancoub transcription. An Ideal Chronicler "know� whatever happens 1he 
moment it happens, even in other minds. Ile is alw IO have 1he gift of ins1an1ancous 
tmnseripcion: everything that happens across the whole forward rim of the Pase is se1 
down by hirn, as it happens the wny it happcns"(Danro 1965, 149). The question of 
wha, con:.titutes an adcquarc or perfect record, often by reference 10 actual recording 
devices, is central to the philosophy of history. 

Across science, philosophy, history and the ans, recording devices did much more 
than jus, record-they appeared alongside broader trnnsfot'macions that ahcl'cd oul' 
undersunding of the world (in ix;rsonal, historical and M:ic111ific terms) as much as 
of ourselves. 
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